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Introduction to domains

99.83.178.28

viddyoze.com

yourcompany.com

shop.yourcompany.com.



yourdcompany.com

yourcompany.com, shop.yourcompany.com

shop.yourcompany.com. 



If you’ve chosen to use a domain that you own for your White Label, you’ll need to 

be able to access the DNS (Domain Name System) for that domain. 



DNS is like a giant telephone directory, which translates human readable domain 

names that we type in a web browser into an IP (Internet Protocol) address.



Every device that’s connected to the internet is assigned an IP address that’s 

used by other devices to locate it. DNS makes it easier for humans to hook into 

this mechanism by removing the need to remember IP addresses, like 

, instead, all you need to remember are domain names, like 

.



When you visit a website using a domain name, your browser will look up the IP 

address of the domain name in the DNS and, using that, access the resources 

located at the IP address.



During the custom domain configuration, you’ll be asked to enter your domain 

name. This could be an apex domain, which is a custom domain that does not 

contain a subdomain such as a main web page like . Or a 

subdomain which would be a part of another domain/website for example a shop 

section of your website like 

If you enter , your white label site will be accessed on 

 likewise, if you enter , your white 

label will be accessed on 

For the purposes of setting up a custom domain, apex domains and subdomains 

are treated slightly differently, both of which will be covered later in this guide.
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Getting your Domain 
instructions

4

In the text box, enter your 
domain or subdomain, exactly as 
you wish your Viddyoze white 
label to appear on...

1

...and click the ‘Check 
Availability’ button. The 
Viddyoze app will then check 
whether the domain name you 
entered is already known to 
Viddyoze.

2

If it isn’t, you’ll be able to 
continue to the next step. 

If it is taken, please check that 
the spelling is correct,

if it is you will need to contact 
your Domain provider

for more help.



At this point, the Viddyoze app is configuring the necessary security 
settings, this can take approximately 1 to 10 minutes. 



You will then be given the details of the records that will need to be 
added to your domain's DNS. 



If you leave this page before the instructions are provided you will be 
able to find them later within your Agency details page inside your 
dashboard.
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Once you have been presented with the DNS records you’ll need to log 
into your DNS provider and locate the DNS configuration section for 
your domain.
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Once the domain has been added to the Viddyoze app, you will need to complete the 

DNS setup within 48 hours.



This timeout is applied to the SSL certificate that’s generated for your domain on the 

Viddyoze servers. If the DNS setup hasn’t been completed within 48 hours, the 

certificate will expire and the process will need to be restarted.



The Viddyoze app may continue to display Step One. If this occurs, click the “I want to 

change my domain” link and start the process again to generate a new SSL certificate.



Adding Viddyoze

To Your Domain

Once the DNS records have been generated, you will need to add either a CNAME 

record or two A records in your domain DNS settings. Adding the CNAME is 

preferable, but it will depend on the domain you are setting up along with the DNS 

provider you are with (we have a guide for the top five providers which can help 

with this but if you are unsure, please check with your provider).  



Some providers won’t accept CNAME records or CNAME-style records, which may 

be called ALIAS or ANAME records, in which case you will need to add the two A 

records instead.
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GoDaddy
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GoDaddy

Setting up your White Label on an Apex Domain:

Login and Click through to your 
DNS Records section.

Under Additional Settings 
(Advanced Settings), select 
Manage DNS (DNS manage).

1

app.viddyoze.comReturn to  to 
see your custom instructions 
and DNS records.
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GoDaddy

yourcompany.com

For GoDaddy, If you are setting 
your White Label up on the an 
apex domain e.g. 

, you will 
need to create two new A 
records.



Click ‘Add’ seen at the bottom of 
the record table, it will then ask 
you to fill out the below.

3

app.viddyoze.com

To add the details you were 
provided with from 

 for the A 
record option, enter the 
following:

Type: A

Host: @ 

Points to: The first IP address in 
the instructions e.g. 75.2.72.164

TTL: 1 Hour. Click ‘Save’.

4

Next, add the second A record, 
click ‘Add’ below the table, then 
in the form enter:

Type: A

Host: @ 

Points to: The second IP address 
in the instructions e.g. 
99.83.178.28

TTL: 1 Hour.

Click ‘Save’.
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GoDaddy

Setting up Subdomains on GoDaddy:

If you are setting your White 
Label up on a subdomain e.g. 
videos.yourcompany.com, 
create a new CNAME record 
instead of adding two A records.



Click ‘Add’ seen at the bottom of 
the record table and fill in the 
boxes as follows.

1

Type: CNAME

Host: The subdomain (the additional wording added to your domain)

For example, if you are setting your White Label up on videos.yourcompany.com, 
then you will need to enter “videos” here. 

Points to: The Points to value in the instructions found in the first CNAME Viddyoze 
DNS records e.g. fervent_yonath.createyourvideo.io 

TTL: 1 Hour.

Click ‘Save’.
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GoDaddy

For both Apex Domain and subdomain set ups:

Add the second CNAME record 
from the instructions e.g.



Click ‘Add’, then in the form 
enter the following.

1

Type: CNAME

Host: The first part of the Host value in the instructions

	(Note: leave your domain name off the long Host instruction. For example:	If the 
instruction Host value is  _5b39b5a04dcc8d235cb962ffac1f3dfb.videohelp.live

You would enter just _5b39b5a04dcc8d235cb962ffac1f3dfb)

Points to: The Points to value in the instructions

TTL: 1 Hour.

Click ‘Save’.

2
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GoDaddy

Once you have inputted these 
details the systems will connect, 
this could take up to 20 minutes,  
and you will be presented with 
the message.

3

You are all set up and ready to go!



Please note: 

If you have  @ parked  in your records (seen below) you will need to delete this record in order to 
allow the Apex domain to connect correctly. This is usually something found within the 
GoDaddy Provider.
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Amazon 
Route53
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Amazon Route53

console.aws.amazon.com/rout
e53/



To log in to your Route53 
dashboard visit 

Click the ‘Hosted zone(s)’ link 
found under DNS management.

1

Click on yo.ur domain name from 
the list

2
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Amazon Route53

Setting up your White Label on an Apex Domain:

To edit a record, select the row 
by clicking the checkbox, and 
then click the ‘Edit record’ 
button.

1

If you see an existing A-type record in the list for your White Label domain AND the record name 
is the same as your domain name, you will want to edit this record. Otherwise you will need to 
add new records.

If no A records exist or the A record name is different to the Apex domain name, new 
records will need to be created. Click the ‘Create record’ button.2
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Amazon Route53

For either methods, enter the two IP addresses provided in the DNS records setting provided in 
Viddyoze, e.g. 75.2.72.164 and 99.93.178.28. Enter each record on separate lines of the Value 
text box like below. Then click ‘Create records’.
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Amazon Route53

Setting up Viddyoze on a Subdomain:

If you are setting your White Label up on a subdomain e.g. videos.yourcompany.com, you will 
need to create or edit a new CNAME record instead of adding two A records. If you see an 
existing CNAME in the list for your White Label domain AND the record name is the same as your 
domain name, you will want to edit this record. Otherwise you will need to add new CNAME.

Record name: The subdomain (the additional wording added to your domain)

For example, if you are setting your White Label up on videos.yourcompany.com, 
then you will need to enter “videos” here. 

Record type: CNAME 

Value: The Points to value in the first CNAME instructions.

Click ‘Create records’.

1
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Amazon Route53

For both an apex domain and a subdomain set up:

Add the second CNAME record 
from the instructions e.g.

1

For both apex and subdomain set up a NEW record will need to be created. Click the 
Create record button, and enter the details from the instructions into the form like 
the following:

Record name: The first part of the Host value in the instructions, for example, if the 
Host value is _71cdf9e1a559923950809cb31d968d76.myvideohelp.com, then you 
will need to enter _71cdf9e1a559923950809cb31d968d76

Record type: CNAME

Value: The points to instructions in the CNAME record.

Click ‘Create records’.

2
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Amazon Route53

The hosted zone should now look similar to this.3

That’s it! Now you’ll just need to wait for these changes to take effect. Please note: this could 
take up to 48 hours.
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Google

Domains
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Google Domains

https://domains.google.com/registrar
Log into Google Domains: 
Click on ‘My domains’ tab in the left hand panel.

Next, click ‘Manage’ next to the domain you want to set your White Label up on.

1

Then click DNS from the left hand panel options.2
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Google Domains

On this page ensure that “Use the Google Domains name servers” option is selected. 
In the Name Servers section.3

Scroll down to the bottom of the page where you will find Custom resource records.4
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Google Domains

Setting up your White Label on an Apex Domain:

If you are setting your White 
Label up on the apex domain e.g. 
yourcompany.com, you will need 
to create new A records. Using 
the instructions from the 
Viddyoze app, e.g.

1

Fill in the details as follows:



Name: @ 

Type: A

TTL: 10M (for 10 Minutes)

Data: you will need to add BOTH pount to values (found in the Viddyoze A record 
instructions) on separate lines (note that to add a second value you will need to click 
the plus sign to the right of the input field).

Click ‘Add’.

2
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Google Domains

Setting up your White Label on an Subdomain:

If you are setting your White Label up on a subdomain e.g. videos.yourcompany.com, 
you will need to create a CNAME record. Fill in the details as follows:



Name: The subdomain

For example, if you are setting your White Label up on videos.yourcompany.com, 
then you will need to enter “videos” here. 

Type: CNAME

TTL: 10M (for 10 Minutes)

Data: Points to values in the first CNAME record instructions.



Click ‘Add’.

1
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Google Domains

For both an apex domain and a subdomain:

Next, add the second CNAME record.1

Enter the information as follows: 



Name: Host value from Viddyoze DNS instructions.

Note: leave your domain name off the long Host instruction.

	For example:

	If the instruction Host value is  
_5b39b5a04dcc8d235cb962ffac1f3dfb.videohelp.live

You would enter just _5b39b5a04dcc8d235cb962ffac1f3dfb

Type: CNAME

TTL: 10M

Data: the Points to value in Viddyoze DNS instructions.



Click ‘Add’.

2

That’s it! Now you’ll just need to wait for these changes to take effect. Please note: this could 
take up to 48 hours.
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Domain.com
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Domain.com

https://www1.domain.com/con
trolpanel  



Log into your account 

Select DNS & Nameservers from 
the left hand panel.

1

Select DNS Records and click 
the ‘Add DNS Record’ button.

2

You will be presented with the following form.3
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Google Domains

Setting up your White Label on an Apex Domain:

Use the (recommended) CNAME record from the first option of the DNS instructions 
in the Viddyoze app e.g.1

Enter the information as follows: 



Name: @ 

Type: CNAME

Content: the Points to data in Viddyoze DNS instructions 

TTL: ½ HR 

Priority: leave blank



Click ‘Add DNS’ button.

2
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Google Domains

Setting up your White Label on an Subdomain:

videos.yourcompany.comIf you are setting your White Label up on a subdomain e.g. , enter the 
information as follows:

Name: The subdomain

For example, if you are setting your White Label up on videos.yourcompany.com, 
then you will need to enter “videos” here.

Type: CNAME

Content: the Points to data in Viddyoze DNS instructions 

TTL: ½ HR 

Priority: leave blank



Click ‘Add DNS’ button.

1
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Google Domains

For both an apex domain and a subdomain:

Next, add the second CNAME record.1

Name: Host value from VIddyoze DNS instructions.

Note: leave your domain name off the long Host instruction.

For example:

	If the instruction Host value is  
_5b39b5a04dcc8d235cb962ffac1f3dfb.videohelp.live

You would enter just _5b39b5a04dcc8d235cb962ffac1f3dfb



Type: CNAME

Content: the points to data in Viddyoze DNS instructions 

TTL: ½ HR 

Priority: leave blank



Click ‘Add DNS’ button.

2
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Google Domains

That’s it! Now you’ll just need to wait for these changes to take effect, this could take up to 48 
hours.

Your DNS records should look similar to this.3
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Namecheap
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Namecheap

https://ap.www.namecheap.com/dashboard 
Login to your Namecheap account 
Click ‘Domain List’ from the left hand panel, then click the ‘Manage’ button for the 
domain you are setting your White Label up on.

1

Next, click ‘Advanced DNS’ from the domain menu.2
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Namecheap

Then click the ‘ADD NEW RECORD’ button below the host records table.3

From the dropdown select ‘ALIAS Record’.4
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Namecheap

Setting up your White Label on an Apex Domain:

Using the (recommended) CNAME record from the first option of the DNS 
instructions in the Viddyoze app e.g.1

If you are setting your White Label up on the apex domain e.g. yourcompany.com, 
enter the information as follows: 



Type: ALIAS

Host: @ 

Target: the Points to data in Viddyoze DNS instructions 

TTL: Automatic 



Click the green tick to the right.

2
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Namecheap

Setting up your White Label on an Subdomain:

If you are setting your White Label up on a subdomain e.g. videos.yourcompany.com, enter the 
information as follows:

Type: ALIAS

Host: The subdomain

For example, if you are setting your White Label up on videos.yourcompany.com, 
then you will need to enter “videos” here.

Value: the Points to data in Viddyoze DNS instructions 

TTL: Automatic 



Click the green tick to the right.

1
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Namecheap

For both an apex domain and a subdomain:

Next, add the second CNAME record from the Viddyoze DNS instructions.1

Enter the information as follows: 



Type: ALIAS

Host: Host value from VIddyoze DNS instructions.

Note: leave your domain name off the long Host instruction.

	For example:

	If the instruction Host value is  
_5b39b5a04dcc8d235cb962ffac1f3dfb.videohelp.live

You would enter just _5b39b5a04dcc8d235cb962ffac1f3dfb

Value: the points to data in Viddyoze DNS instructions 

TTL: Automatic



Click the green tick to the right.

2

That’s it! Now you’ll just need to wait for these changes to take effect, this could take up to 48 
hours. 


